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The following is a consolidated report on the five year period of a

research contract on neutron scattering with the Agency, Iu choosi.1^ tha

research area ae "the study of dynamic zaxd magnetic propei'iieß of solids

bjrneutron inelastic and polarised neutron techniques" the critaria v/or-e,

(a) given a medium flux reactor like the CIRUS with a masdmum. source

strength of the order of 6 x 10 "* n/cm /sec, one Bhould choose tha right

type of instruments and problems capable of yielding a rich harvest of good

physics, (b) given the source strength of medium flux, alongside research

investigations, parallel efforts should be made to improve existing instru-

ments by, for example, increasing reflectivities of rnonochromatorB by

appropriate mechanical or thermo~mechanical means.and improving count-

ing efficiencies by the use of better defectors and techniques. In the follow-

ing paragraphs v/e shall elaborate upon all these aspects. Section I cavers

the etudiea made on magnetic systems, section II deals with etudieB conducted

on non-magnetic systems while the last section covers our efforts La the

development of better monochromátors and a multiplane analyser system.

I. 'MAGNETIC SYSTEMS

I« 1 Moment Density Distribution and Form Factor Studies

The technique of polarised neutron diffraction has been unique in

elucidating the magnetic structures s¿id in the precise determination of

epatial moment density distributions in a number of magnetic materials. The



earlioot magnetic moment density iiivestigsiionQ had bc c-n- on the „'.cuctur:-,!;...

simple ferromagnetic transition msfcals and those formed the background

for many theoretical efforts to explain the obeorved distributions. The list

of materials studied has since then rapidly expanded ruid provided irnpst-s

to further experimental and theoretical wor1-.. But there has beer. r-v-.civ.--!..

little neutron diffraction work on cubic spinel ferrites with the objacvlve

understanding magnetic moment density distributions,

(a) Magnetite -

Magnetite has the distinction of being the oldest magnetic material

known to man. This has remained a subject of extensive investigationo,

particularly during the last three decades as a prototype o£ cubic spinel

ferrites and also because it forms the basis of a variety of technologically

important ferrites used in solid state devices. Extensive polarised neutron

measurements were initiated at Trombay on Fe^O*' * ' in its 'disordered'

phaBe at room temperature. In this phase, the tetrahedralor A-^ite.is

occupied exclusiv*;.y b\ xhe FG ÍOXÍ while the octahedral orB site is

occupied randomly by the Fe"1' snd Fe ions. The principles and methodology

of interpreting polarised neutron data to obtain moment density maps and

form factors have been extensively described elsewhere'3'.- Both the moment

density and form factors show that there is significant covalency in this crystal.

The covalency ie particularly large for the A site which has a tetrahedral co-

ordination to the oxygen ions. From the present studies tho 'localised1

moment on the A-site is concluded to be about 10% lower than the expected

Fe freo ion value at room temperature. ,The A-site.fqrm factor is found to



dee sly to tU© F'V""' fsea-leus, Hssfcros-Fosk form, factor from cf.nG/J\

^« 0« 3 A™ asad eran xrsore e:saefcly to the Fa" ' tetrahadral form i';.:.r.ui.- fe

« la vier?/ eftha ss&ma Fe-O dSsiauce involved ia tho two casas, this

yeomost c£ £*Q«Q4 asid "i'IG sesults is not surprising. Following tho

(4)

d-Marshall theory the cov&lency parameters have been evaluated.

Making use o£ ths ©stim.afced asymmstry of tho A-site moment dlsfcrib.iina Lti

the ionic modal, ii is argued that tha predominant trensfor of the momant

fcora tha A siée takes place through the T„ raoiacular orbital. Spec! lie oily, the

required normalised axièi-bonding orbituls for aay of the T2 or E orbital a. caa

be -»rutón ao\m as

(2)

•where fî_ , fï at« nermaíieatioffi constants; d_ , d„ denote the normalised

metal d orbiials of T2 or E symmetry and the ?>>% on the right hand aide of

Eqns. (1) and (2) are the symmetry-adapted LCAO'B with such a choice of eign

as to give a positive overlap integral with the metal orbitals. In this analysis,

good agreement between measured &nd calculeted magnetic structure ampli-

tudes -were obtained with covalency coefficients A^«. s 0. 6, A^T2) = o and

(E)
A_> = 0.4« The various features regarding the A-site form factor discus Bed

above, aro shown in Fig. 1.1. 1. The B-site form factors wore obtained after

subtracting oat tho A-cite contribution from reflection with contribution aleo

from the B site. These do not follow a smooth curve and indicate that the

moment distribution on B sitoB have sizeable asymmetry with an excess of



S and a dañcloncy of T, orbital populatica over thés ephöSfical d.U.trlbutío
g ¿ s

(b) MsZ

An analysis c-£ unpolarised neutron data ia MnFe-O^ revealed this a

to-be asaffly normal with the following catica distribution:

2+
The A aiiea are predominantly occupied by the Mn ion a and the B Bites by

tha Fa^+ ions. A polarised neutron study of Ibis ferrita offer B an opportunity

to ctudy the form factor of Mn in a tetrahedral and Fe in an octahedral

crystal, field. The first polarised neutron otudy of this ferrite •was mads"at

Trombay ia 1973 for reflactiono in ¿ 1 1 0 ^ z.oivs only . Maaaursmento for

reflections an other aoneo puch as ¿lOp^J aad ^ 1 1 2 ^ ware taken up ialGi*.

The experimental data v/as analysed as in the case of Fe.^OA. The following

conclusions were drawn from this Btudy. The localised A site moment

(predominantly Kin in character) -was found to range closely aroimd the

expected value of 4. 0|5 at room temperature (5. 0 S& at 0°K) though the sJcpsri-

# fe» i &
mestal Mn form factor was found to be contracted to comparison to the

3+
free-ion H-F carve. The local moment fet the B site (dominantly Fe ) tended

to bs olightly ioTner than that of the A site. The fact that atleast no oizeable

reduction in Mn moment occurs in a tetrahedral field aad that the form

factor is contracted relative to the free-ion K-F form factor is in accordance

with the generally observed (less covalent) behaviour of Mn iome in many

other crystals.

(c)

Tha intsrmetallic ternary compound MaAlCs Is icostructural with



Mn Sb (íotraRonal, upare group P-i/mmm). On account of the f:ivly IÍII'RO

magnetic aniaotropy along the tetragonal asiti, as rovoalsd by ni,--i;;;ioti-

sation me an urn mente: done olnawhare, it holds out the promlué of bning a

permanent mag net mat« rial. The polarinod neutron Hiudies c a IT ix rf out at

Trombay on thin ningle «.-rytat al specimen linn been described in suiT? fient

detail elsewhere^ ' ' . Mere wo therefore mention tho fiignlficani: ron-

clunion drawn from thin study. The analy.sin of the nmanured magnetic

structure; factors In terms of tho varioun r.ryBfcal field orbital oc-eup.meies

show the moment <!onfiity distribution to be highly non-spherical (i\r.i uotropir)

with a large fractional orcuipam:y of tho A. (d Z) orbital disponed ;¡long tho

tetragonal axiu wlii«-h happona to bo tho direction of easy magneticatinn in the

crystal. Further the spatially avoraged moment distribution of thft Mn

moment is found to be nomewhat. more tilffuiio than thone of the two Jnequivaleiit

Mn atomB in isnntruriural Mn Kb.

(d) CM MnAI ,

An interest in tho magnetic propertien of Meusler alloys has existed

for a long time. Thene are ternary intermita!lie compounds whose magnetic

properties are known to depend nenBitivcly on chemical order, and it is

recognised that the magnetic ordering in these alloys are governed by indircsct

exchange mechaniBms. Of these, Cu MnAI in of particular interest from the

neutron point of view since thn (111) plane of this crystal can produce intentée

polarised neutron beams. Tho prosrnt measurements on Cu,MnAl were

undertaken when a good large cryRf.nl was olilaincd under the Rccoarch Contract

for eventual use as a neutron polariser on the polarisation analysis spectrometer,



the exact composition of tho specimen, being Cu^ívía^ í.¿3
A1i(> 057« T h e

objective of the mometó density study oa this crycial was to directly

examine the nature of the.'localised' 3d and the diffuse conduction electron

\?ave functions. The measurements on CU2MÏI0< g63A1l. 057 v v e r e ittterprstad

Jn the oama manner as ia Fo,O4. Complete three- dimensional data -were

obtained with reflections lying in <foOi% , /lOO^t and élllt% zones?.

Three sample s were employed in the meaBuremento, cut from the large c ry- •'

ia the* form of parallelopipeds 1 mm thick and 10 mm long. The polarised

neutron measurements were proceded by impolarised neutron studies in orclcc

to obtain accurately the occupancies of the Cu, - Mn and Ai atoms in the four

inequivslent sites A, B, C and D. The measured magnetic structure ampli-

2+tu dee were least-squares refined -with respect to the Mn free-ion, H-F form

factor and crystal field orbitals (E and T ) occupancies of the moment. The1

8 2g

meaeured and calculated values of this analysis are displayed in Fig. I. 1. 2.

The main conclusions of this study arc (a) the magnetic moment in Cu-,MnAl

is principally due to the Mn atoms and the corresponding form factor is very

Bimilar to that of the MaZ+ free-ion, (b) there is a small aBphericity in the

magnetic moment density distribution consistent with a slight excess (v?3%)

of the 3d electrons in the E states (d , d -,) compared to that of a
g xz-y¿» z

spherical distribution (Eg:T2g = 2:3), (c) there is some evidence from the

least-squares refinement of the structure amplitudes that the Cu-sites have

a slight positive moment (less than 0. l/M.

1.2 Spîri Y»r£ve Studies
In the foregoing paragraphs we hav.e discussed moment density dis-



iïibutien étudies in s variety of magnetic material«,, Such studies yiciu

valuable information about the static OÍ1 ;-ime-avor>-god behaviour of ihc-

m&gxtstie oleetroas in question. However to gain a. dseper insight into the

nature of naajraetlsm in these systems it iß essential to probe their dyna-

mical behaviour* Since the magnetic moments in tha lattice are coupled to

each othor by exchange forces of various strengí-hu and ranges, fcheir motions

give rice essentially to collective excitations called ßpin waves or magnais,

Measurement of ths spin^vava aispereion branches (energy versus wiva vtctor

relationship of nragnons) in the Briliouin sons is, therefore, of greet r.igni-

ficance in understanding the exchange forces that are operative in the crystal..

Further, a study of the temperature dependence of these branches throws

light on the manner in which these spinwaves interact amongst themep.lvc.i aad

renormçtlise. The neutros, by virtue of it3 wavelength and energy, ha-ppeae

to bs ike only tool capable of sampling ßpim/avoß over the entire BrilJouin

zone,

Baaicaliy there are two techniques to explore spinwaves. In the

triple-axis technique, the energy spectrum of the scattered neutron beam ie

explicitly determined and the various neutron groups are identified with Bpin-

\raves depending upon kiúematical considerations. In the diffuse scattering

mode, no explicit measurement of the energy spectrum of the scattered beam.

ie made but a scan of the widths of the scattered neutrcan profiles is taksn.

The tïidths of these profiles change for different values of the Bragg misset

of tho cample crystal. As has been described in our earlier report'5 ', -tvi\ea

cao uses the diffuse scattering technique with polarised neutrons one can

uniquely ieolato the magnon-scattering profile from the rest and hence is
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particularly attractive whoa cae vvishor: to expíes?« f.eoanfcíc rrv^ttoa brn.- c • <i

ia ferro aad feni imgnet ic mater ia ls . Such rneasui'crmänfcfl hr.v© baan er vvl;,ä

out ca MaFe O(i aund LiO( i i j 87°4*

of this work hss been given earlier '

Acoustic spinwavs ôispereion curvoa ia this ùpinel v/ftre moasiu'c.i ;:';

various teiaperaturoß (0.5 T^. 0.7 T.^ asd 04 S Tf.) hy tho so-caUad duí-. ?•

technique using polarised noutrcaji» A fall aad detailed dosc-iv •'.. .••

Karo wâ E>urn.tnürise thö maiu

ccacluElons of thiB study: (a) Kaasly 40% o£ th© Brlllouiu sona was spaiixicj

ia the méasuremect oètha acoustic dlapereíoa. eusve cá, tho three tempern tu: 'J;._

The epin -crave energy xeaormstiasáioa from 0„ 53 T to 0o S T shows au rliasst

•çnavo-vacfcor independent behaviour but the behavicux at ö„7 Tw is somavii^;:

different la the eease that the 'softening1 of the dispárelos curve is felt for

Trsve vectors only beyond

cffiietsat in this fesrita is deteïminsd to bo about -IS K. Ao expesc-ted iï

theoretical considerations, this value is indeed emalle? than J A B ( F Q 3 + - F G * V ' )

and Its oaly about 2/3 of the latter.

e 22, (b) the J^B(K'£a -Fa'9+) eschango

Th© ccousfcic Bpinwavs dispersion branch in a synthetic ferrits cryutal

^ 0 X3̂ *e2» 67^4 T 7 a s in9a8ured at room temperature along tha «̂OO

direction «pto 0. 55 of the Brillouin Zoae bouadary. The experiment

performed on a triple-axis Bpsctroineter using both the 'constant Q' and

•ccEttrtsat E1 rncdee. As fee termu suggest, the \7avs vsctor transía? suiTcrta

by the neutron is kept coaatant is. *con£l:ant-Qs rnod-2, v/hila in the COÄcts.at



E mode it is the energy transfer of the neutron t-ixich is kept fixed.

The cation distribution in this ferrite is

EaáLi eF e2 5^¿

îèa composition is latermediate to tht.t oí Fe3O^ aed Li çFe., 5 ° d which have

reopscfeively tha following cation dietributionei {Fa" ) £.Fe ' Fe tJ i>.nd

f Fe^+ 1' JTITQ Li 7« The. Li i one GO eubtskifcutionally to the 8 filie a .-jui

thus affsct the catioa distribution tharo. In particular, thss iatroducfcinn oi Li

ieae on the B sites increases the proportion of Fe ions at thn exponau oí

2+
Fe Ions. Spinwave measurements have been reported previously for JTÔ-̂ O^

interpreted^ ' to deduce kster and ixiÈra-subl-.siiice

exchange con étante in those ferrites, Measursmonts on Li« . F©? ¡..O^ were

thought to be of interest in the asase that one caa observe the ralafcivo changes

la spinwave disparfîioa aad ia exchange coaat&ntB brought about by variation in

the B-feite cation distribution.

The crystal used was cylindrical in shape with both the height'and

diameter approximately 28 mm. During the neutron group scans, a vertical

magnetic field was employed to distinguish spinv/ave scattering from phonon

scattering. The largest reduced wave vector of tíie spinwave measured was

•eg/iff = 0. 55 (a, cell parameter = 8. 33_A). The experimental poixits oa

the diopsrBien curve are sh.ov.-n in Fig. I. 2. 1, We have used the follo^-ing

expression due to Glasser and Milford- ' to interpret our results in the

Hsiseabsrg li
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SA + ' - S * j f 3 - S B JA..' T"

The .experimental pointe w«ra least-square« fi.tved to î'.ùs oquatic«, assumm

J = J_,„ ta O Mid using an 'average' spin v-".iu3 S^ ~ 2. 153» A se?o eu-'a.;

g&a at g s O was assumed apriori in the analyaiB, The value oí J ^ ß ic ioin

feo ba -30. 1 ± 0. 8°IÍ. Ths spiawave energise in thiB íes-rite art EOSB to bis

BiieMIy higher than in Fs3O4 but lower in Li^ 5 F s 2

behaviour of the Neel temperatures (953°K in Li0 5 ^ o ? -O4 £ i - â 8 - ' 8 . K in

F6*O¿)« The exchange constants in the three ferritsB menti cased here S-VQ

compared in the following Table.

TablQ L Z. 1

EXCHANGE CONSTANTS IN Li0 l3^^z 8 ?O ¿ , Fe3O4 AND Li.o ¡.Fe^ 5O

4 ae expoefced from

Subetance

L10.15Fe2.87°4
assumed O

-17.9 ± 7.0

asouip.ed O

-11.6

-30.1 ± 0. S

-28. 1 ± 0. 45

-27. 84

-30. 17

assumed O

3. 59 ± 0. 8

assumed 2. 7S

-25.5

Si

If AA aad BB interactions are ignored altogether as is dono haro, it is eujgciic-J

ihst from, the JAß- zalaes that JAB(Fe -Fe3+) in stroager than JAB(Fe3+-F&a+).



lî

It has bcea ar¡¿uad*9' &?* ^ A A
 &s¿t -rBB m&V hfe comparable ia magailo j *

60 J«,™ It, bxywevar, appasjB unlikely that JB B(i~v r i -Fe 3 + ) in ac large e.:¡

doduced by Wiuiic ©t BÎ. An estimate of J B B ( F B 3 ' : ' ~ F C S + ) of only «1. 02°K ss

directly available from the paramagnetic neutron FtwiSering ntudy1" '„

To sum up, the rns.gr.sUc sfeudiec carried out under the P.«3ca-r-'K

Coniracfc eaccinpaRS a v/hole body o£ new xniormatioTi on. EpLnal íerritor. ¡. J

înterm&taUicB. Tha evaluafclca of the c-^change integráis betwasn difí«.-. i

pslra o£ ionß ie sn important contribution towardo the i.viáeretandLng oí >'.""o

Eyeteniatics of ferritea. The spin density distribution is determined have

throvm light on the nature o£ magnetic eloctron behaviour in both non-

snstallic and metallic magnetic materials. The sfcudioa ara aleo rupi-uL.'cii.î

of the Tside variety of meaauremente that can be carried out using

«entren fluxes in the understanding of magnetic materials .

II. PYI-TAîvOCAL STUDIES

Neutron inelaetic scattering ÍB a powsrful technique for the study oí

lattice dynamic o (that is, measurement of frequency-wave vector relation e)

end molecular dynamics (that 1BP measurement of density of etetee known as

neutron spectroscopy). Both types of Investigations have been conducted at

Tronibay and valuable Information^13) on condensed Byctema haß been

obtained from them. However, study of molecular dynamic o is mora suited

for low and medium flux reactora because of the large neutron incoherent

scattering cross-seeixon of hydrogen, which is the main constituent ir. iramy

molecKlar Cysteme. The study of molecular motions of hydrogenous systèm

iß not GO Biraight forward by other established techniques like infrared



abcorptiea, Ramnn scattering and NMR. Ao a result of this neutrou ocafciuï*-

Ing often próvidas unique and is certain situation complementary information to

that obtained from other methods.

The work carried out under the Rcesnrch Contract has been

restricted to the» niudy of (i) libv&tional motions of v,-ator inolaculea i a cry i:t.3l

hydrates exploiting the technique of polarisation dépendance of incohercrn

scattering cross-section, (ii) líbráíions of urtshio and mefchyl groupa in «-..-.:_-j

acide -which are tho building blocks of prcioiiis, (iii) mi>tod saitB with a vi- ./

to elucidating the nature of potential function and reorieiifcational motion n oí

reorieatiag ions.

It is impostSJit to make a judicious selection of tho instrumenta aod

thûiï optimisation for experiments at low and medium flux reactoro. For

investigating the above-mentioned problems ve hare made use of the

potentialities of the filter-detector spectrometer. The ctudy of quaoi-

elactlc oeatter£ng in mixed aalts in the momentum transíer i-egion lb 3 to
o-l

3. 7 A could be made on a triple-axis spectrometer through the use; of

pyrolyiic graphite monochromator/filfcer/analyeer combination.

IX. 1 Cryetal Hydrates; BeSO^K^O

Crystal hydrates provide same of the simplest systems for tho

study of hydrogen bonding is molecules and their crystal Etructuree have

been extensively studied at Trombsy^ '. Their structuras are stabilised as

* recuit of repulsive short range forces and attractive coulomb plus hydrogen

bond forces. The last of these crucially determines the structure. However,

the cfcruciure gives information only about the minimum of the cryetal potential.
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A study oí tho libratioaal nicues of tho \,-.xter molecules throws H;/ut cm

Êho second doriv.-ulve of the potential end hence its a more sensitive to ci:

of the potonticv!. An accurata m eac lire ment and iiaci^r.mont, c<í ;.' i ...:

frequencies 3 is îherefore important. In rui earlier woïîr D ' on ¡>i:ii,le crystals

of Ba(Cl O.,).,. H,O unû KZC,O,. H,Or T<O had cleaxly cetabliBhcd tho pcrteritia-

iitiaB of t!ie ncurror cecimiquG for an unambiguous-distinction of In-phuie rnoáea

of the water ntioltf̂ i-lo (rocking) and out-of-plano modas (wavlag tjxd iwictinj.;),

In the cryef.-i's, mentioned abo^re,-the intsr-proton. vectors ci all the

water moíeculee in the unit cell are not only co-planar but also parallel.

Thiß work was extended to BeSO^. ̂ HjO in which the four water molftculca ai

the unit cell are neither parallel nor completely coplanar. From the e.xpsri-

msntal epectra obtained for different ori-sntatione of the crystal, v/e could

isolate the predominant in-plcins motion at 715 cm" (Fig. II. 1. la) from the

out-of-plane motions at 708 cm" (Fig. n. 1. .11»), This was not possibla from

the experiments on the powder sample (Fig. II. i. lc). The spectrum from the

deuterated salt (Fig. II. 1. Id) was obtained for confirming that thase peaks

are librational in nature. The large width of the peaks even at I00°K could

either be because of a number of libraticnal modes lying cloae by(siaco there

ere four molecules per unit cell) or because of dieperoion of tho modes.

The frequencies calculated on the baeio of a modified LippLïicot-

Schroder potential for the hydrogen bond lead to the sanie order of frequency

" )cm" ) for all the modes as observed experimentally, but there is a.

large discrepancy as far as the actual m'ognitodu of fiiess is concerned. This

nesrne to suggest that either the parameters of the potential function used in
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these calculations do not hold good for a highly pelar cryoUl like Be'C) . l-H^O

er a different potential function is cs.l!ad for.

II, 2 Amúio Acids; Glycino and dl- el-p.lanine.

Amino acids are the building blockB of prctains. For a complu'.e

uoderntsï:dLng of molecular conformation aud ihn nature of hydrogen b>-'j'-iag

in these systems, structural as wall a.« dynamic* J studies are called tV.-

While several amina acida have been in.ve ta ti gated from the structural y iv¡l "í

view, studies on the dynamics aro only a few. The filter detector spec c o -

meter was therefore utilized for study ing the dynamics of the amino acx.-,

namely glycine and dl-o( -alanine.

The experimental spectra from polycryüíalline samples si 100 K ure

shown in Fig.II. 2. 1. These reveal a great deal more detail than by ecrüor

neutron experiments performed with poorer resolution and at room ton ;..-'irature.

In conjunction with the infra-red absorption data on these öyotems and their

deuterated counter-, parts, we confirm that the NHJ torsional, frequencies in

glycine and dl-ot-alanine are at 523 cm and 513 cm respectively. The

peak at 284 cm in alanine (which is absent in glycine) le attributed to the

CH group torsion. The presence of strong peaks corresponding to COO"

and N -C^ _C modes confirms a strong coupling of these modes with amino

groups, observations also suggested from i. r . experimenta. Table II. 2. 1

summarizes the experimental data on these two amino acids alongwith the

calculated frequencies based on normal coordinate analysis.

II. 3 Mixed Crystals

The ionic radii of NH^ and K+ ions are only ßiightiy different. This
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pormita one to preparo solid solutions (mixed salts) of various aiamcvniu.n

aad potase-ium compounds over a larga r«jnja o£ this concentrs-ticn variation*

The roplacoment of K+ with NH< all owe cac to study the effects of ¿he hydrogen

elegantly with a minimal change of tho background in which the e.niono aro

oituated. These efíocto are boot studied through, the librations.1, íran3latií:n.?.L

and reorientsiional motions leading to im: k;. a tic and quaaielastic ccafcoriru;.

The pure salts undergo several phase tr?nsformaticna, but the mix-;d cry~t?.ia

retain the same phase do\ra to low temperature. Thus the study of mi:cac5

crystals provide an extended range of measurements Ln the sarnss phase.

Several mixed sulphate, bromide and iodide système have been feluriicd at

Trombay by inelastic aB well aa quaBielaetic Bcattering techniques- ' " ' ,

Quasi-elastic Scattering

Reorientctional xnotioiis of NH¿ ^ivea risa to quaBi-ela "incoherent

ocattering leading to the broadening of the elastic peak. This can be seen

in Fig. n, 3. la and Fig. II. 3. lb in the case of mixed crystal (NH¿)g 16KO. 84!

and pure NH^I. The mixed Balta provide an octahedral environment of first

neighbour cations for NH (NaCl structure) down to low temperature. Similar

surroundings are obtained in pure NH4I at room temperature. These spectra

have been taken on a t1'*pie-axis spectrometer with a pyrolytic graphite

monochromator/filter/analyser combination having an energy resolution of

I. 3 meV.

The broadening of the quaeielastic peak gives a measure of the

reorientation time and the etudy of these spectra as a function of momentum

transfer (giving ths elastic form factor) reveals the geometry of reoriéntate..
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Experimenta« olacüc form factors for Üieoe salts (Fig-11. 3.2) tihow th:-.t

Èha reoricniaïion in theue t'alis occur by simple rotational diffusion ,

mechanism or by a 90° rotation about the; H-N-H bicectore, ruling out

two-fold and fchrae-fold rotations. In the framework of the rotational

diffusion model, tho roorientational timas <T8 aro íound to be a few pico-

seconds. These ara smaller in iodides thtai in bromJdßQ. In the* tempera! •.u-«

range 300 to 100 K 8^*dependa only elightly on temperature Bhowin.n ih-...t

barrier to rotation is very small in the mijied Baits,

Inelastic Scattering

The iibrational and |-ranslatior>al motions of NH. ions in the mixed

ßalta gives rise to inelastic scattering and this has been studied for

(NH )xKj_xBr for x = 0. 08, 0. 16, 0. 35 and (NH4)Q . ,K0 g4I on tho filter-

detector spectrometer. The spectra obtained at 100 K are shown in Fig. 13. 3. 3.

In tho case of bromides a broad peak is observed at 190 cm" , v-ich

is the high concentration analogue of the localized traaslational mode of i\Tií¿

impurity in KBr. The calculated position of this on the basis of mas3 defect

approximation is 176 cm" . A second poak, aleo broader than the resolution,

is observed at 280 cm" . This iß the librational mode of NH£ in these salts

•which have a NaCl structure. Compared to this the librational peak in pure

NH^Br (which has a CsCl structure at 100 K) is much narrower and located

at 330 cm . This implies a much shallov/er hindering potential in the

NaCl phase, at the same temperature.

The inelastic spectrum of (NH.) ,Kn „ I at 100 K is broader than

that of (NH4)0^ 16K0^ g4Br at the same temperature (Fig. II. 3. 3). Thia is
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consistant with the quasíeíasfcic ocattcving me as rr «nenie that the íocl)f- : . Vivo

a shorter reoraeatation time.

In concluBion, tho dynamical BÍUCÍÍES carried out m-ider the Rosni.xc'u

Contract hava provided useful inform? fciori on the 3J.Í-rational motion oi V.L.: ..r

moléculas in BeSO,. 4H O, librational modes o£ y.jnlno ana methyl group,-, in

simple amino acide glycine and alaninet Quasi-elastic and inelaoiic accVt-^-x-

ing Bfcudiea from mixed salts have provided valuable information on the- nature

of potential function, reorientation tiins and geometry of reorientation in

these ByBtemß. There is need for continuing the work on diifezent axnino acids

and mixed salts,

.m. DEVELOPMENT OF MONOCHROMATORS AND ANALYSERS

For a given reactor configuration, an exp-s rf m enter v/ould like ar¡

many neutrons as possible to hit the sample and get detected. This require-

ment io cruical at a low flux reactor and can be achieved by improving the

efficiencies of monochromator and analyser, using more efficient detectors or

developing new techniques to make the best use of the reactor. Some of our

effortn towards this goal under the Research Contract are diBcuosod below:

HI. 1 Distorted Neutron Monochromatore

The single crystals normally grown by zone refining and Bridgcmajn

techniques these days are too perfect to be suitable as neutron monochromators

or analysers. There are several waye in which the reflectivities of single

cry3talo can be improved. At Trombay we have adopted the thermo-mschnnica!

treatment to both pure and doped Ge single crystals snd mechanical treatment

to Cu single crystals and obtained distorted crystals which can be fruitfully
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UGcd as moncchroniaíorB or analyser. This work ha.8 already bocn

prnsonfcod at ihn IAEA Co-ordination Meeting on Neutvou Scattering Sn

Dilimtuv QuesSan City, Philippines (April 21-26, 1975). The effect of dis-

tortion of the cryptai on the improvement in reflectivity >-*n b« Been fren.

thß data on Ge Ringla cryEtal IV (Fig, III. 1. i). Oui- investigations sliowoo

that inore consintent resulta are obtained if (i) the. Ge crystals are subjected

to a lower pressure of 50 kg/cm but for «i much longei' period (croc••• -!i~-

tortion); (ii) if the Ga crystal ie already dopad. In the case of doped Go

crystal we could obtain a gain factor of about 60 compared iro iintronled pur«

Go crystal. A similar improvement was found In the treated pure Co

crystal. It may be remarked that large crystals (7. !5 cm dia., 1 cm thick

Ce crystals; 10 cm x 5 cm x 1 cm Blab of Cu) have been treated by mechanic:;!!

or thermo-mechanical methodß. Table 111,1,1 oummarioae our ïcsultu.

III. 2 Pyrolvtlc graphite Cryatala

Pyrolytic graphite (PG), a den ne, highly anieotropic carben formed

by the high temparaturo pyrolyoiB of hydrocarbons, exhibits highly preferred

orientation of (001) planes (like a ßüiglo crystal) when subjected to conipreanion

annealing. All the other (hkl) planea, however, are aligned at random like a

polycrytitalline sample. Oriented graphite of a specific quality iß now

commercially available from Union Carbide Corporation. Highly orionJ-cd

PG crystals (cell constant C = 6. 71 Â*) with mosaic ^ 1° have been found to

be efficient monochromators both for X-raya and neutrons. For neutron

o
wavelengtho greater than 1 A, these are known to bo better than other known

monochromatoro, although their coet is quite high. PG crystals with coarser



mosaic of 5Q are much cher..par and aro bsiag uer.à for the rtnyiov-ii of

OQcosd order noufcrana for SCÍÍÍO npecl£ir>d values of v,'-_vc>langihr>„

At Trombay, we have ü>atalled îv.-o pyrolySAc ^rf-.pliite cry..'v-la M.B

mono ehr omator and analyser on a triple a--;.jn spectiojnatar s.fc nourron •-var,--

length of 2O 43 Ü. The higher order neutro.-s of -wavelength 1. 215 A in era ihe

inciderit beam are removed by pyroiyfcic gwiphite crystals with po.̂ -vor msc?:-:

of 4°. It was obsaarved that a 2. 5 ciri thichnfess of those cryEtalEf r\I¿v.cri

•with their c-axe s along the bo&iTU reducá ths iafcenoity- of second t>:I-r ni.-ixn.-'ir,

by 96% -while the intensity of the first neutrons is reduced by 28%,.

This spectrometer having a wavelength resolution of 5% ie u-".u£ul ÍOÍ
Ç - !

quasi elastic scattering studies in the moriiGntum tranöfer region .', 3 A to,
o-i

3. 7 A . Such studies •whifca as.-© described in Section II, 3 would h.-,ve ham

difficult otherwise at a medium flux reactor.

IH. 3 Characteristics of CugMnAl Single Crystal

The search for an efficient neutron polarising monochromator ir. in

progress in many laboratories of the world. Under the Research Contract,

the reflectivity and polarisation efficiency of a Cu-MnAl single cryctal ware
measured and compared with the Co q7

FeQ QS ö ä j l 8 l e c r y B t a l being at-pre sent

used on the polarised neutron spectrometer. The polarisation efficiency at

wavelength of 0. 92 -£ was found to be 97% (similar to that of CoFo crystal)

whereas the reflectivity at 1.428 Â using (111) In Cu£MnAl and (200) in CoFe

crystals was found to bs a factor of 4 better in the former crystal. However,

because of the larga cell constant of Cu2MnAl it is not appropriate to was it

in place of the present CoFe crystal on the existing facility. It is proposed

to use it as an analyser on the polarisation analysis spectrometer, which is

under fabrication.
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IE, 4 Multi-plane Analyser.

If a baam of neutron8 o£ a particular wavelength A io incident alon;;

a high symmetry direction (i. o., an n~foid rotation axiy of a crystal),

several independent équivalant pkuies (hid) will Bragg-reflect the neutrons.

If all those reflected beams are collected in n separata counters, one can

effectively increasa the efficiency of this 'multi-plane analyser1 system.

Expressions for reflectivity and the calculations have been discussed in an

earlier report* ' . It was shown that for the beam directed along | 00.1 f

direction in hexagonal or cubic crystals, the multiplane geometry jjivcs PJI

enhancement factor of about 2 over the singlo plan© case. However, this

happens for backward angle o for which the resolution will be too good to

justify its use unless one has a high flux reactor.

A straightforward use of the multiplane geometry can be made in a

more efficient removal of higher order component in the incident neutron

beam. This can be seen from Fig, HI. 4.1 which shows the transmitted

beam as a function of wavelength through a Be crystal aligned with its

c-axls along the neutron beam direction. The set of (0111) planes is found

to reflect off 54% of neutrons compared to the expected value of 75%.

Corrections due to second order contamination in the incident beam and

mismatch between the d spacing of monochromst or, Cu(lJl), and the

Be(Olll), increase the measured value to 65%. Similar measurements with

single plane geometry for Be(Olll) reflection gave value of only 16% at

X o »_

= 1.65 A. Thus one can immediately see that (0111) reflection of Be, in
multi-plane geometry, can be used to eliminate eecand order component when
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i»c5.<3öBt baara hua s wavelength of 3, 3D A.

Our '-l::vc> l opinant <sf£orts h&va reavilfced in ir:03:o nonti-on s t̂ t tha •: .•: --vor

êkus making iho étudie a reportad her© possible. The aa« of a pressed <",v..

crystal in place of the old Ai crystal hc-u incrsacad the moaochromaUc l.-.i.:!

intensity tjy r. factor of lo 5 to 2 coupled viîh bcsi!:eï energy resolution» Tar.

usa of a He detector has increased the officieucy of detection of cold iijutrc is

by a-factor of 2. The diatorsion. of Ga cr^fitals has iTiade thees crycc-.l"

ucable as mcnochyomators/analysesio. Tho setting up of the triple-s~iie»

epaciromoter vdt'n. pyrolytic graphite monochromator/filtar/analyner uyi.tcnï

has mads it poaeibla to esdend tho momeatum tr^aofar region for tjuadioLisUc

esrpGrimQnts. The multiplane analyßer £3yeteni has resulted in its us« r«3 an

effective remover of second order neutrons. The measurement of the charac-

teristics of Ci^MnAl show its potential use in the polarisation analysis

spe ctr omete r.

Our efforfca in the direction of more efficient data collection and

better instruments are continuing. The position sensitive detectoi* obtained

recently through the Agency -will be useful in diffraction as well as inelastic

work.
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HI. 1. t

DESCRIPTION OF TRSAÏUEKT TO S ¿UÍD RESULTS

•a S IV
(ï cm)

Cf/tôal Rofiecfciviiy
(:.UiekRGC3) (R) Uatecstsd (fcg/cmA) " Tima (min) " Ti'«-.î3d

1.0 33
99

198
220
220',**

20
20
20
20
20

2.0
10, 0
13.5
16. 0

FV/KM {:v.ir>

With ' n.Vii
.S!iS:"H" SHA

7.5

C l i 2.4 £3Ö-?.ÖO 60 57.6 IÓ 2 "i
(icsx)

(1 cm) "*

•r;® # m
(i cm)

Ge # V
(lern)

Ga § I
(5,4 cm)

6.0

1.0

1.0

0.65

255**

220
55

220
55

55-110
44

120

20
80

60

eo
40
40

57.0

2.3
13.3

3.0
15.6

is!i

17

1

3

Rs£io of E-eflectivity of treated crystal to that of cfcandaird Ge crystal ë U (untreated vdth
K. e 1). Thg ralues Uetsd her© are for (111) pîaaee of various crystals.

* Treated with difforeaiiel pressure over the crystal eurface,

i The chBECcteriefcicBof thie cryetal were studied in collsborsíioa -with Dr. A. Sequeira,

H- Slit eis© of 1.3 cm x 0. 8 ein fixed to the exit end of eoller collim&fcor aftsr the »srfect
Go cryetal.
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